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EXT. LONDON STREET. DAY.

IAN, 23, is a special delivery courier. He takes his job

seriously, trying to get the parcels to where they’re

meant to be quickly but making sure they are well

protected.

Ian approaches a terraced house and rings the door bell.

An old lady answers.

IAN

Parcel for Ms. Dawson?

MS. DAWSON

Thanks love.

IAN

I just need a quick squiggle,

here. And here.

(Pause)

Thanks.

MS. DAWSON

No worries dear.

Ms. Dawson closes the door and Ian goes back to his van.

INT. DELIVERY VAN. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

IAN puts his clipboard on the passenger seat.

NEWS PRESENTER

(On radio)

...recent burglary at...

Ian switches station and begins to hum along with the pop

song that is playing.

Ian sets up his GPS, we see on the little screen the

address is: 29 Doughton Drive.

EXT. DOUGHTON DRIVE. DAY.

IAN pulls up outside the house. He gets out of the van and

goes to the rear, opening up the van doors. Ian reaches

inside the van and picks up a package, the box is damaged,

glass can be heard broken inside. Another package has slid

onto it, the straps holding it having snapped.

He takes the parcel and closes the doors to the van. He

goes back to the front and takes out his clip board and

mobile phone.

He starts to dial Employee Enquiries, but decides not to.

(CONTINUED)
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He goes up to 29 Doughton Drive and reluctantly presses

the buzzer. It’s a block of flats.

JASON

(On buzzer)

Hello?

JASON has a rough voice, menacing.

IAN

Hi, I have a parcel for Isaac

Miller.

JASON

(On buzzer)

Come on up, top floor, flat E.

The door buzzes open.

Ian pushes the door open and goes into -

INT. DOUGHTON DRIVE - STAIRCASE. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

the hallway. IAN starts to walk up to the top floor, there

are three flights of stairs.

IAN

(Whispering)

It’s company policy to

deliver...erm...It’s company

policy that we deliver the

package in whatever condition it

arrives in, so you

can...recommend that it’s

returned. We do this to ensure

you are fully updated with your

package’s transit....Erm...here

is the customer service number if

you have any complaints, just

give it a call.

Ian clears his throat and continues upwards.

At the top of the stairs he is alone with just one door,

opposite him. He walks over to it and knocks.

The door opens slightly.

ISAAC

Yes?

Ian hands over the parcel. As he places it into Isaac’s

hand it rattles.

(CONTINUED)
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IAN

It’s company pol-

Snnnnick. Ian falls to the floor, shot dead with a

silenced pistol.

JASON

Damn, Isaac, why’d you kill him?

ISAAC

It’s broken.

JASON

Broken? Wha-?

ISAAC

Get over here.

Isaac throws the package onto the nearby counter.

JASON

You didn’t have to kill him.

ISAAC

Come help me drag him in here.

Jason comes over to the door and it opens up, the camera

cutting to face the body in the hall way.

Jason and Isaac grab a leg each and drag Ian into the

flat.

INT. DOUGHTON DRIVE - FLAT E. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

Pulling him in, the camera still facing the door, they

then drop the legs and stand up. The camera then reveals,

BENJI, 28, tied up to a chair in the centre of the room,

gagged and bloody. Eyes wide in horror at the body laying

on his apartment floor.

ISAAC

Feel like talking yet? We can

easily set this up to make it

look like you killed him.

Benji mumbles, unable to speak due to the gag.

Isaac goes over to him and rips the gag, allowing Benji to

talk. Benji’s lips bleed.

ISAAC

Do you want that?

BENJI

They wouldn’t believe it.

(CONTINUED)
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ISAAC

You can trick forensics Benji.

Jason picks up a photograph in a frame from windowsill.

JASON

Pretty lady. Where is she?

BENJI

Gone. We, uh, split a while back.

She’s married now.

ISAAC

Cut the crap Ben, if you don’t

tell us where it is, you’ll end

up like Mr. Delivery Boy there.

BENJI

I’ve been at this a lot longer

than you have, you won’t kill me.

I die, you’ll never know where it

is.

JASON

We may not kill you, but you have

family and friends.

BENJI

You’d think.

Isaac points to the dead body.

ISAAC

Take his keys and go move his van

somewhere.

Jason searches the body, taking the keys and leaving.

INT. SARAH’S CAR. DAY.

Sarah, 30, the girl from the photograph earlier, sits at

the wheel, she wears . She is driving down the motorway,

talking on a disposable mobile.

SARAH

They’re what?

MARCUS

They’re going after him.

SARAH

Fuck.

MARCUS

Is it with you?

(CONTINUED)
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SARAH

Yeah.

MARCUS

Bring it here and then skip town.

SARAH

How long till they reach him?

MARCUS

I’m not sure, look I know you

love him, but if you go there

you’ll die.

SARAH

I can’t just leave him.

MARCUS

Sarah, bring the case here, we’ll

talk about it more then. I love

you Sarah, I don’t want to lose

you.

SARAH

Love you too Dad.

Sarah pulls off the motorway into a service station.

She then gets out of the car and drops her phone in the

bin.

EXT. SERVICE STATION - CAR PARK. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

Sarah goes to the boot of the car and opens it up. Inside

is a briefcase. She inserts the two keys, and then a code;

"29DD"

Inside is a golden figurine of Earth. It is set inside a

protective foam. Down the side of the boot are a series of

number plates different to her car.

Locking the case up she takes it out and walks over to-

EXT. SERVICE STATION - PHONE BOOTH. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

-a phone booth outside the service station. Sarah dials a

number.

SARAH

Damn it Benji, pick up.

BENJI

(Answer Phone Recording)

Benji here, I’m not in right now,

leave a message and I’ll get bac-

(CONTINUED)
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Sarah slams the handset down.

She rests her head on the phone.

SARAH

Benji.

INT. DOUGHTON DRIVE - FLAT E. NIGHT.

Jason and Benji are in the living room. Benji is still

tied up.

BENJI

Can I have some water?

Jason is sat watching the TV and doesn’t respond to Benji.

BENJI

Jason. Water?

Jason carries on ignoring him.

BENJI

Damn it Jace. Give me some water.

Please.

JASON

My name’s Jason, not "Jace",

Isaac says we shouldn’t talk. We

don’t talk.

Jason gets up and goes to the sink, fills up a bottle and

puts it into Benji’s mouth. Benji tilts his head back,

letting the liquid go down, gulping it carefully as not to

choke.

Bottle drained, he spits it out onto the floor.

BENJI

Thanks Jason.

JASON

Hmph.

BENJI

Do you remember the last job we

did together?

JASON

Benji I don’t know why you’re

bothering, I won’t let you go.

Jason turns the TV up louder.

(CONTINUED)
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BENJI

What did that moron say to make

you jump ship? What’s his

name..Isaac? Look Jason, I know

it all didn’t work out well,

but...Where is Isaac anyway? He’s

been gone a while.

Jason continues to watch the TV.

INT. SERVICE STATION - WALK OVER. DAY.

Sarah walks through the service station, a figure follows

her but she seems unaware, lost in thought. The figure is

about the same height and build as Isaac.

INT. SERVICE STATION - PHONE SHOP. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

Sarah is in a phone shop. She has two disposable phones in

her hand, she takes them to the counter. As she puts the

phones down on the counter she looks out of the window.

The man who was looking at her earlier watches.

Making her purchase she heads out of the shop.

INT. SERVICE STATION - WALK OVER. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

Rounding the corner she comes out onto the bridge again,

glancing behind her she starts to jog.

INT. SERVICE STATION - CAR PARK. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

Sarah jogs out of the service station running towards her

car. The man shortly behind chasing after her.

INT. DOUGHTON DRIVE - FLAT E. DAY.

Isaac comes through the door into the lounge. Jason sits

up and turns the TV down quickly.

ISAAC

I have a present for you.

Isaac goes to Benji and drops a silver necklace into his

lap, there is blood dried onto it.

ISAAC

We have Sarah.

Benji sits up a little straighter.

(CONTINUED)
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BENJI

What? You’re bluffing.

ISAAC

You can only hope.

JASON

Where is she Isaac?

Isaac glares at Jason.

JASON

Stupid question.

BENJI

So what, I don’t talk she gets

hurt?

ISAAC

That’s the jist of it, yeah.

BENJI

It’s bigger than her, you and all

of this Isaac. Do what you want

to her.

ISAAC

So be it.

Isaac leaves.

JASON

Do.. you reckon he’s really got

her?

BENJI

He doesn’t trust you does he?

You’re just a sitter.

EXT. SERVICE STATION - CAR PARK. DAY.

As Sarah reaches her car the man grabs her spinning her

around and pins her to the car. He pulls a knife and holds

it to her gut.

JUNKIE

Money.

Sarah realises that it is just a junkie, mistaking her for

easy prey.

SARAH

Okay, okay..let me just-

Sarah grabs the mans wrist fast, bending it back and

making him drop the knife.

(CONTINUED)
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SARAH

Do I really look that weak?

JUNKIE

Sorry.

SARAH

I don’t think you mean it.

Sarah bends his wrist further, you can hear it snap, she

grabs him and bangs his head onto her car door, he falls

to the ground unconscious.

She opens the boot, drops the case into it, gets in the

car and drives away.

EXT. DOUGHTON DRIVE. DAY.

Benji is alone in the room, Jason and Isaac are in the

kitchen. Silently he struggles with his bonds. Failing at

loosening his hands he looks towards the study which sits

off the lounge and then back at the kitchen.

He starts to rock the chair towards the door, only gaining

a little, the carpet impeding him. After going no more

than a meter the chair tips and he falls into the coffee

table.

Isaac comes running into the room, Jason following not far

behind.

ISAAC

Trying to run are we?

BENJI

Obviously.

ISAAC

It won’t work, Benji. Jason, I

want him watched 24/7, don’t want

him injuring himself now do we.

JASON

Got it.

Isaac leaves the living room and goes through to the

kitchen, coming back a second later with a knife.

JASON

Isaac, what are you doing? You’ve

just said we don’t want him hurt.

ISAAC

No. What I said was, we don’t

want him injuring himself. I can

still injure him on the other

hand.

(CONTINUED)
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JASON

But...

Jason becomes silent, turning away.

BENJI

You think you’re big don’t you?

Going to stick me whilst I’m tied

up, not much of a challenge is

it.

ISAAC

It doesn’t have to be a

challenge, as long as it hurts.

With his free hand Isaac pulls back his fist and hits

Benji in the face, his head snapping to the side.

Benji just turns his face the other way, presenting his

other cheek.

ISAAC

Little Benji, so brave.

Taking the knife he stabs Benji in the shoulder, Benji

holds it together well, only taking in a sharp breath of

air.

ISAAC

Try and escape now Benji-boy.

BENJI

Funny.

ISAAC

Time to pay Sarah a visit.

Isaac leaves.

JASON

(Walking to Benji)

Want me to take it out?

BENJI

Why do you care? Just leave it,

it stops the blood.

Jason just goes and sits down, putting his head in his

hand.

EXT. MARCUS’S HOUSE. DAY.

Sarah pulls up into the driveway of a detached house.

Tree’s surround the location, it feels very remote. The

house is quite large.

(CONTINUED)
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Sarah gets out of the car and rings the doorbell. The door

opens up and Marcus, 59, greets her.

MARCUS

Sarah. You okay love?

SARAH

I’m fine dad.

MARCUS

Do you have it?

SARAH

In the boot.

Sarah goes back to the trunk and takes out the case. She

hands it over to Marcus.

MARCUS

Thanks. I’ll keep it safe. Where

do you plan on going?

SARAH

To Benji’s-

MARCUS

Sarah, you need to get out of

town. They’re probably there

already, you’ll just get yourself

killed.

SARAH

I can’t leave Benji, not after

what we’ve been through.

MARCUS

Sarah-

SARAH

Dad, it’s going to be okay. I’ll

get Benji and we’ll come back for

the case and then we’ll leave.

Look I gotta go, the longer I

leave it the more likely they’ll

be there. I’ll be quick.

MARCUS

Be careful, they’re dangerous

people Sarah.

SARAH

I know.



12.

INT. DOUGHTON DRIVE - FLAT E. DAY.

Jason comes over to Benji with a glass of water and a

medical kit. The knife still protrudes from his shoulder,

blood caked around the wound. Benji’s face is bruised and

swollen now.

JASON

Drink this man.

Jason tips the glass to Benji’s mouth and helps him drink.

BENJI

I’d rather some food than water

to be honest. I don’t get the

point of you in all this Jason.

Why help me with stuff like this

if you are working with him.

Surely you want to know where the

figurine is to.

JASON

I do- I did, I’m way out of my

depth here. Isaac came along,

offered me a big sum. I couldn’t

resist.

BENJI

Greed then. You’ve changed Jason.

JASON

Likewise.

Jason opens the kit up, rips Benji’s sleeve off and starts

to clean around the wound.

BENJI

I became a better person, I’m

protecting people now, saving

people. Not hurting them. Sarah,

she changed it all for me.

JASON

And you’d let her suffer? You

should just tell him what he

wants to know. How important is

the figurine. More important than

Sarah?

Finished cleaning, Jason grabs the knife.

JASON

Ready?

BENJI

Yeah.

(CONTINUED)
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Jason pulls the knife out in a quick motion. Benji winces

but doesn’t cry out.

BENJI

Hundred times more...besides, he

doesn’t have her.

JASON

What... How do you know? I mean,

the necklace. That’s her

necklace...isn’t it?

BENJI

Well yeah, but she didn’t like

it. She doesn’t like silver, I

never got around to returning it.

She never wore it.

Jason starts to clean up the actual wound.

JASON

Son of a bitch. Where is she?

BENJI

You know I can’t tell you. Look

Jace, you got to get me out of

here. We can pay you more than

him.

Jason applies super glue to the wound to hold it closed.

JASON

It’s not the pay I’m worried

about no more. You won’t kill me.

He would. He isn’t the top of

this Benji, someone higher wants

the figurine. Badly.

BENJI

Someone higher?

JASON

If you get out of this, take

yourself and it far away and

don’t come back.

BENJI

What if you came with us? You get

me out of here and you can come

with us.

JASON

I can’t do that Benji.

BENJI

Then either way, you’re getting

yourself into a lot of trouble.

(CONTINUED)
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JASON

I know mate, I know.

EXT. RESIDENTIAL ROADS. DAY.

Clips of Sarah speeding through residential streets, it is

clear that she is an amazing driver.

Eventually a stationary police car spots her, whilst

checking for speed violations. He pulls out and follows

her switching on his lights.

INT. SARAH’S CAR. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

Sarah looks in her rearview mirror and see’s the police

car coming after her.

SARAH

Fuck.

She looks back in the mirror, the police car is a lot

closer now. She looks at her watch.

Deciding she doesn’t want a chase she pulls over.

INT. POLICE CAR. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

The officer speaks on his radio.

POLICE OFFICER

Registration: A3XD 8RFT

EXT. LAYBY. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

The police car pulls in behind her and she gets out of the

car, walking to its rear. No traffic passes.

The officer gets out of his car and walks up to her.

Before he has a chance to say anything Sarah punches him,

knocking him out in one.

He falls down and she quickly drags him back to his car.

She puts him in the drivers seat, tilts his chair back.

She takes the keys and throws them away.

Sarah returns to the boot of her car and takes out a spare

set of plates.
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INT. BENJI’S FLAT - KITCHEN. DAY.

Isaac and Jason are in the middle of an argument.

JASON

Isaac, he isn’t going to speak.

We should let him go and get the

hell out of here.

ISAAC

Going soft are we? I mean why did

you patch him up?

JASON

No, I’m being reasonable, what’s

the point of wasting time here.

There are other jobs we can be

doing, speak to the boss. Tell

him this is a lost cause. And I

patched him up so it didn’t get

infected. I’ve seen people with

fevers from wounds, they go

mental.

ISAAC

We can’t let him go, he’s seen us

for one thing. If he doesn’t know

anything we kill him and I say he

does know something.

(Whispering)

Anyway he still thinks we have

Sarah. He’ll crack.

Jason looks away.

ISAAC

He does still think we have her

right?

Isaac grabs Jason.

ISAAC

Jason what the fuck have you

said!

JASON

I haven’t said anything. He knew.

Isaac lets go and starts to pace getting in a rage.

JASON

Look maybe we can find her, she’s

more than likely going to turn up

here at some point.

Isaac stops and turns towards Jason.

(CONTINUED)
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ISAAC

You think she is really going to

just turn up at the front door,

let herself in straight into our

arms. You’re a bigger moron than

I first thought. There’s a reason

we don’t have her Jason, she’s

smart and she’s fast and you can

be damned if you think she’ll be

dumb enough to turn up here!

JASON

But Isaac, we have Benji, she’ll

turn up for him at some point,

we’ve been here longer than we

should have already, it’s time to

leave.

Isaac hits Jason sending him to the floor.

INT. SARAH’S CAR - OUTSIDE BENJI’S FLAT. DAY.

Sarah sits in her car, it is parked up. Through her

windshield we can see Benji’s flat. The courier’s van

isn’t in sight, and neither is Isaac’s van.

Using one of the disposable phones she purchased earlier

she dials a number.

INT. MARCUS’ HOUSE - STUDY. DAY.

Marcus is sat at a desk, the case open in front of him. He

holds the figurine.

The phone rings and Marcus picks it up.

MARCUS

Hello?

INTERCUT BETWEEN MARCUS AND SARAH.

SARAH

Dad I’m here.

MARCUS

Sarah, I really think this is a

bad idea.

SARAH

It doesn’t look like anyone’s

around, I just want to know if

you have heard how close they

are.

(CONTINUED)
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MARCUS

They aren’t there yet, no, but

they’re closing in, you need to

just leave.

SARAH

Dad you kn-

MARCUS

Just get it over with quickly

SARAH

Okay.

Marcus puts the phone down.

EXT. OUTSIDE BENJI’S FLAT. DAY.

Sarah climbs out of her car and walks cross the road.

INT. BENJI’S FLAT - LIVING ROOM. DAY.

Jason is sat on the sofa, ice pack to his face.

BENJI

You’re going to die Jason.

Jason looks over but doesn’t say anything.

BENJI

You need to untie me, I can help

you, set you up with more work.

Jason slowly gets up and walks to Benji.

JASON

How can I trust you.

BENJI

Because you have no reason not

to. You two are the ones who tied

me up remember.

Jason sighs and starts to untie Benji’s bonds, but from

the kitchen we hear Isaac coming into the lounge. Isaac

walks through and goes into the hallway to the bathroom.

BENJI

Hurry.

Jason goes back to Benji and continues to untie him.

BENJI

I need to get him into the study.

(CONTINUED)
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Finishing loosening his bonds they then tip over the chair

and go into the study. They close the door.

BENJI

Shout him in here.

JASON

Isaac! The bastard got free, I’ve

got him cornered.

INT. DOUGHTON DRIVE - STAIRCASE. DAY.

Sarah walks slowly up the staircase, gradually we can hear

the sound of shouting and fighting. Sarah stops and

listens. She pulls a knife sheathed at her ankle.

She stops still when she see’s Benji sat watching TV,

unbruised and uninjured. A bar fight scene from a movie is

blaring out of the surround sound speakers.

Benji turns and jumps up. He turns the TV off.

SARAH

Thank god.

She puts the knife down on a cabinet next to the door and

runs over to him throwing her arms around him.

SARAH

Benji, we have to leave, they’re

coming for us and the figurine.

BENJI

Where is it?

SARAH

Marcus is looking after it, he

told me to drop it off there and

skip town, but I had to come get

you.

BENJI

Your dad’s never liked me has he?

Benji starts to gather things from around the room.

BENJI

What is it with fathers and

daughters.

SARAH

Just hurry up.

We hear a van door slam shut outside.

(CONTINUED)
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Benji goes over to the window and peeps out of the drawn

curtains. We see Isaac and Jason glancing around and

quickly approaching the house.

BENJI

Too late, they’re here.

We hear the door downstairs slam shut.

Benji takes Sarah’s hand and leads her to the study.

INT. BENJI’S FLAT - STUDY. DAY.

He activates a control and pushes her inside. We hear his

front door crash open.

BENJI

Don’t come out till I signal you.

The panel slides shut.

Isaac opens the study door.

INT. BENJI’S FLAT - STUDY. DAY.

Isaac opens the door and comes crashing into the study,

knife in hand. He jumps at Benji and Benji grabs his arm,

pushing it out of the way and sends Isaac into his desk.

Benji bangs on the panel that Sarah is hidden behind and a

lock is released, the panel sliding open. Sarah comes out,

armed with a pistol that was inside the room.

Seeing Jason first she shoots him in the leg and he goes

down. Benji doesn’t even think, he grabs a second pistol

from the small of Sarah’s back and shoots Isaac in the

chest as he regains his balance.

Isaac goes crashing down.

Benji helps Jason off the floor.

SARAH

Wh-

BENJI

No time for questions.

Benji takes Jason into the living room.
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INT. BENJI’S FLAT - LIVING ROOM. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

Sarah lifts up the chair from the floor and Benji lowers

Jason into it.

BENJI

Sarah, get packing. Jason, how

you holding up?

Sarah starts rushing around packing things, mainly clothes

and cash.

JASON

I’ve been better.

SARAH

Sorry about the leg, I assumed

you were one of the bad guys.

JASON

I am.

BENJI

He was.

Benji disappears into the kitchen and comes back in with a

medical kit. He cleans Jason’s wound as much as he can and

bandages it up.

SARAH

Ready.

BENJI

Good, let’s go.

Careful of his bad arm Benji helps Jason up.

INT. DOUGHTON DRIVE - STAIRCASE. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

Sarah, Benji and Jason make their way down the stair case.

As they goes past the flat on the floor below and door

slams shuts.

NEIGHBOUR

Oh god.

The three got the front door.

EXT. DOUGHTON DRIVE. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

They hurry across the road, getting into Sarah’s car,

Benji and Jason in the back. They drive off quickly.
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INT. SARAH’S CAR. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

They drive in silence, no destination in mind.

BENJI

Where are we going?

SARAH

I guess to my fathers. We’ll pick

up the figurine and get out of

here.

BENJI

Maybe Marcus can help us, he’s a

resourceful guy.

Jason sits up a little straight.

JASON

(Pained from leg.)

Marcus?

INT. BENJI’S FLAT - STUDY. DAY.

Isaac moans. Blood has pooled around him, he’s close to

the death.

Isaac takes out his mobile phone and holds down a speed

dial button. As it rings, Isaac lets go of the phone, it

slides to the floor as Isaac lets out his final breath.

A connection is made.

MARCUS

(On phone)

Issac, what’s the situation?


